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Abstract - Email has become one of the fastest and most
economical forms of communication. However, the increase of
email users have resulted in the dramatic increase of spam
emails during the past few years. In this paper, email data was
classified using four different classifiers (Neural Network, SVM
classifier, Naïve Bayesian Classifier, and J48 classifier). The
experiment was performed based on different data size and
different feature size. The final classification result should be
‘1’ if it is finally spam, otherwise, it should be ‘0’. This paper
shows that simple J48 classifier which make a binary tree, could
be efficient for the dataset which could be classified as binary
tree.

I. INTRODUCTION
Email has been an efficient and popular communication
mechanism as the number of Internet users increase.
Therefore, email management is an important and
growing problem for individuals and organizations
because it is prone to misuse. The blind posting of
unsolicited email messages, known as spam, is an
example of misuse. Spam is commonly defined as the
sending of unsolicited bulk email - that is, email that was
not asked for by multiple recipients. A further common
definition of a spam restricts it to unsolicited commercial
email, a definition that does not consider non-commercial
solicitations such as political or religious pitches, even if
unsolicited, as spam. Email was by far the most common
form of spamming on the internet.
Text classification including email classification
presents challenges because of large and various number
of features in the dataset and large number of documents.
Applicability in these datasets with existing classification
techniques was limited because the large number of
features make most documets undistinguishable.
In many document datasets, only a small percentage of
the total features may be useful in classifying documents,
and using all the features may adversely affect
performance. The quality of training dataset decides the
performance of both the text classification algorithms and
feature selection algorithms. An ideal training document
dataset for each particular category will include all the
important terms and their possible distribution in the
category.
The classification algorithms such as Neural Network
(NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Naïve

Bayesian (NB) are currently used in various datasets and
showing a good classification result.
The problem of spam filtering is not a new one and
there are already a dozen different approaches to the
problem that have been implemented. The problem was
more specific to areas like Artificial intelligence and
Machine Learning. Several implementations had various
trade-offs, difference performance metrics, and different
classification efficiencies. The techniques such as
decision tree (J48), Naive Bayesian classifiers, Neural
Networks, Support Vector Machine, etc had various
classification efficiencies. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 describes existing related
works; Section 3 introduces four spam classification
methods used in the experiment; Section 4 discusses the
experimental results; Section 5 concludes the paper with
possible directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
[17] compared a cross-experiment between 14
classification methods, including decision tree, Naïve
Bayesian, Neural Network, linear squares fit, Rocchio.
KNN is one of top performers, and it performs well in
scaling up to very large and noisy classification problems.
[14] showed that bringing in other kinds of features,
which are spam-specific features in their work, could
improve the classification results. [11] showed a good
performance reducing the classification error by
discovering temporal relations in an email sequence in the
form of temporal sequence patterns and embedding the
discovered information into content-based learning
methods. [13] showed that the work on spam filtering
using feature selection based on heuristics.
Aproaches to filtering junk email are considered [2, 5,
14]. [6] and [7] showed approaches to filtering emails
involve the deployment of data mining techniques. [3]
proposed a model based on the Neural Network to
classify personal emails and the use of Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) as a preprocessor of NN to
reduce the data in terms of both dimensionality as well as
size. [1] compared the performance of the Naïve Bayesian
filter to an alternative memory based learning approach
on spam filtering.
[15] and [18] developed a algorithm to reduce the
feature space without sacrificing remarkable classification

accuracy, but the effectiveness was based on the quality
of the training dataset.
In the classification experiment for spam mail filtering,
J48 showed better result than NB, NN, or SVM classifier.
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III. SPAM CLASSIFICATION METHODS
Generally, the main tool for email management is text
classification. A classifier is a system that classifies texts
into the discrete sets of predefined categories. For the
email classification, incoming messages will be classified
as spam or legitimate using classification methods.
A. Neural Network (NN)
Classification method using a NN was used for email
filtering long time ago. Generally, the classification
procedure using the NN consists of three steps, data preprocessing, data training, and testing. The data preprocessing refers to the feature selection. Feature
selection is the way of selecting a set of features which is
more informative in the task while removing irrelevant or
redundant features. For the text domain, feature selection
process will be formulated into the problem of identifying
the most relevant word features within a set of text
documents for a given text learning task. For the data
training, the selected features from the data preprocessing step were fed into the NN, and an email
classifier was generated through the NN. For the testing,
the email classifier was used to verify the efficiency of
NN. In the experiment, an error BP (Back Propagation)
algorithm was used.
B. Support Vector Machines (SVM) Classifier
SVMs are a relatively new learning process influenced
highly by advances in statistical learning theory. SVMs
have led to a growing number of applications in image
classification and handwriting recognition. Before the
discovery of SVMs, machines were not very successful in
learning and generalization tasks, with many problems
being impossible to solve. SVMs are very effective in a
wide range of bioinformatic problems. SVMs learn by
example. Each example consists of a m number of data
points(x1,……xm) followed by a label, which in the two
class classification we will consider later, will be +1 or -1.
-1 representing one state and 1 representing another. The
two classes are then separated by an optimum hyperplane,
illustrated in figure 1, minimizing the distance between
the closest +1 and -1 points, which are known as support
vectors. The right hand side of the separating hyperplane
represents the +1 class and the left hand side represents
the -1 class.
This classification divides two separate classes, which are
generated from training examples. The overall aim is to
generalize well to test data. This is obtained by
introducing a separating hyperplane, which must
maximize the margin () between the two classes, this is
known as the optimum separating hyperplane

Support vectors

w⋅ x2 + b = −1 w ⋅ x + b = 0

Separating
hyperplane

w ⋅ x1 + b = 1

Let’s consider the above classification task with data
points xi, i=1....,m, with corresponding labels yi = ± 1,
with the following decision function:

f ( x) = sign( w ⋅ x + b)
By considering the support vectors x1 and x2, defining a
canonical hyperplane, maximizing the margin, adding
Lagrange multipliers, which are maximized with respect
to α:
m

m
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W (α ) = ∑ α i − ∑ α iα j yi y j ( xi ⋅ x j )
m

(∑ α i yi = 0, α i ≥ 0)
i =1

C. Naïve Bayesian (NB) Classifier
Naïve Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes’ theorem and
the theorem of total probability. The probability that a

G

document d with vector x =< x1 ,..., xn > belongs to
category c is
JJG G
P(C = c | X = x) =

JJG G
P(C = c) ⋅ P( X = x | C = c)
JJG G
∏ P(C = k ) ⋅ P( X = x | C = k )

k∈{ spam ,legit }
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However, the possible values of X are too many and
there are also data sparseness problems. Hence, Naïve
Bayesian classifier assumes that X 1 ,... X n are
conditionally independent given the category C.
Therefore, in practice, the probability that a document d

G

with vector x =< x1 ,..., xn > belongs to category c is
n

JJG G
P(C = c | X = x) =

P(C = c) ⋅ ∏ P( X i = xi | C = c)
i =1

∏

k∈{ spam ,legit }

n

P(C = k ) ⋅ ∏ P( X i = xi | C = k )
i =1

P ( X i | C ) and P(C) are easy to obtain from the
frequencies of the training dataset. So far, a lot of

researches showed that the Naïve Bayesian classifier is
surprisingly effective.
D. J48 Classifier
J48 classifier is a simple C4.5 decision tree for
classification. It creates a binary tree.

for both J48 and NB was over 95%. Dataset size was not
an important factor in measuring precision and recall. The
results show that the performance of classification was
not stable. For four different classification methods,
precision of spam mail was shown in Fig. 2, likewise,
precision of legitimate mail was shown in Fig. 3.

IV. RESULTS

Accuracy(%) =

Legitimate Precision
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0.95
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In this section, four classification methods (Neural
Network, Support Vector Machine classifier, Naïve
Bayesian classifier, and J48 classifier) were evaluated the
effects based on different datasets and different features.
Finally, the best classification method was obtained from
the training dataset. 4500 emails were used as a training
dataset. 38.1% of dataset were spam ad 61.9% were
legitimate email. To evaluate the classifiers on training
dataset, we defined an accuracy measure as follows.
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Fig. 3. Legitimate precision based on data size
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A. Effect of dataset on performance
An experiment measuring the performance against the
size of dataset was conducted using dataset of different
sizes listed in Fig.1. The experiment was performed with
55 features from TF/IDF. For example, in case of 1000
dataset, Accuracy was 95.80% using J48 classifier.
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Fig. 4. Spam recall based on data size
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Also, Precision and Recall were used as the metrics for
evaluating the performance of each email classification
approach.
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Fig. 5. Legitimate recall based on data size
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Fig. 2. Spam precision based on data size

A few observations can be made from this experiment. As
shown in Fig. 1, the average of correct classification rate

As shown in Fig. 2, 3, 4, and 5, the precision and recall
curves of J48 and NB classification were better than the
ones of NN and SVM. Also, the average precision and
recall for both J48 and NB was over 95%. In Fig. 5,
legitimate recall values were sharply decreased at the data
size 2000. The increase of spam mail in the training
dataset between 1000 and 2000 result in a sharp decrease
of legitimate recall values for all classifiers
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B. Effect of feature size on performance
The other experiment measuring the performance against
the size of dataset was conducted using different features
listed in Fig. 6. 4500 email dataset was used for the
experiment. For example, in case of 10 features,
Accuracy was 94.84% using J48 classifier. The most
frequent words in spam mail were selected as features.
Generally, the result of classification was increased for all
classification methods according the feature size
increased.

J48 classifier provided the precision over 95% for every
feature size irrespective of spam or legitimate. Also, J48
classifier supported over 97% of classification accuracy
for more than 30 feature size. For the recall, J48 and NB
showed better result than NN and SVM for both spam
and legitimate mail, but J48 was a little bit better than NB.
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Fig. 6. Classification result based on feature size
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Fig. 9. Spam recall based on feature size
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Fig. 7. Spam precision based on feature size

V. CONCLUSTION AND FUTURE WORK
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As shown in Fig. 7, 8, 9, and 10, good classification result
order in the experiment was J48, NB, NN, and SVM for
all cases (spam precision, legitimate precision, spam
recall, and legitimate recall). The overall precision and
recall for email classification increase and become stable
according to the increase of the number of feature.
Gradually, the accuracy increase and finally saturated
with the increased feature size. As shown in Fig. 7 and 8,

In this paper, four classifiers including Neural Network,
SVM, Naïve Bayesian, and J48 were tested to filter spams
from the dataset of emails. All the emails were classified
as spam (1) or not (0). That was the characteristic of the
dataset of email for spam filtering. J48 is very simple
classifier to make a decision tree, but it gave the efficient
result in the experiment. Naïve Bayesian classifier also
showed good result, but Neural Network and SVM didn’t
show good result compared with J48 or Naïve Bayesian
classifier. Neural Network and SVM were not appropriate
for the dataset to make a binary decision. From this
experiment, we can find it that a simple J48 classifier can
provide better classification result for spam mail filtering.
In the near future, we plan to incorporate other techniques
like different ways of feature selection, classification
using ontology. Also, classified result could be used in
Semantic Web by creating a modularized ontology based
on classified result. There are many different mining and
classification algorithms, and parameter settings in each
algorithm. Experimental results in this paper are based on
the default settings. Extensive experiments with different

settings are applicable in WEKA. Moreover, different
algorithms which are not included in WEKA can be
tested. Also, experiments with various feature selection
techniques should be compared.
Furthermore, we plan to create an adaptive ontology as a
spam filter based on classification result. Then, this
ontology will be evolved and customized based on user’s
report when a user requests spam report. By creating a
spam filter in the form of ontology, a filter will be user
customized, scalable, and modularized, so it can be
embedded to many other systems. This ontology also may
be used to block porn web site or filter out spam emails
on the Semantic Web.
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